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MEMORIZING NAMES AND FACES (Memory) 

► This puzzle strengthens your long-term memory. 

► Get a pencil and paper. You’ll need them in a moment. 

 Here are twelve faces and names. Take a couple minutes to 

 memorize which name goes with which face. Then cover 

 up the faces and names with a magazine or sheet of paper 

 and go on to the next page. 

►►► 



►►► 

MEMORIZING NAMES AND FACES (Memory) 

► Here are the same twelve faces in a different order. Write 

 down on your paper the names that go with the faces. Then 

 check your answers on the next page. 

►►► 



►►► 

► Here are the names that go with the faces on the previous 

 page. How many did you get right? 

  Olivia  Emma  Elizabeth 

  Daniel  Chloe  Michael 

  William  Anthony  Ethan 

  Ava   Isabella  Jacob 

Now try the same memory game, but with a new strategy. 

Associate the meaning or sound of each name with some 

distinctive aspect of the face. For instance, the name Isabella has 

the word bell, and Isabella is wearing earrings that look like bells. 

Use whatever association comes to mind first, no matter how 

quirky or far-fetched. Chances are that your first association will 

come to you the most easily the next time you see the face. 

Turn back to the beginning of this puzzle and memorize the 

faces and names again. Then turn to the page of unlabelled faces 

and see how many names you can remember. 

REFLECTION: Does the new memory strategy improve your 

performance? Try using this technique when you meet someone 

new, and see if it improves your memory for names. 
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